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Context
The Ecological Land Coop (henceforth ELC) now owns the land. The next stage is a planning
application to the council. The land is to be divided into 3 smallholdings. These do not necessarily
need to be the same size, and could quite possibly contain different activities and be different prices.
Oli mentioned that what we are attempting here is also the development of a template that we can
use for future processes on other plots of land. By paying attention to this and refining it, we can get
a more streamlined system that is efficient and effective.
Oli stated that the hope is that much of the future planning, landscaping and planting will be done
by the residents as they move in and start building their houses and farming their land. Indeed, for
this to be an attractive prospect it is important that residents have a good degree of creative freedom
to develop their plots and their connection to the land. That said, there is also a certain level of
initial critical infrastructure that needs to be considered to make the site an attractive prospect. The
planning application will also require that there is a phased business plan that shows short, medium
and long term plans. This is somewhat of a paradox.
A solution may well be that we contrive a more detailed design for this site, using the following
permaculture design as a starting point. This is my broad assessment of what the options are for the
site, based on the existing landscape and resources. This is by no means complete and the ELC will
no doubt have things to add or change. Once planning has been granted, the residents can then
move in and adapt the designs to their liking, putting into practice as much or as little of it as
required, according to the restrictions agreed by the ELC and the planning constraints. The input
from previous analysis and ideas, such as this permaculture design report, can only be of use to
them.
The challenge will be to keep as many options open for the future, while staying true to our ethics
(so no giant concrete and asbestos barns).

Permaculture Design
Introduction
I obtained a to-scale satellite photograph image of the site from google earth, and imported it, to
scale, into google sketchup – a free architecture and design program. This means that all
measurements given on maps and overlays is approximately to scale. The following maps and
images that you will see all come from sketchup. I attach a copy of the original sketchup model,
along with a copy of google sketchup that can be installed onto any windows computer, with which
you can open and read the maps, and if you have the inclination to learn the program, you can even
add to yourself. It is not really that difficult and there are also a lot of video tutorials on youtube.
Sketchup enables multiple overlays to be imposed on top of a base map, and even enables 3d
modelling of houses and landscape. While I have not attempted to model the topography of the site,
I have included some 3d imagery of buildings and trees to give an idea of layout and effects for
passive solar design. Generally, the topography is indicated by the yellow contour lines which I
obtained from the online ordnance survey maps for the site below.
If you want to attempt to use sketchup to view
and create versions of maps of the site, note the
following:
When you open sketchup, load the design file.
Then go to 'window' and select 'layers'. A side bar
will then pop up in which you can turn layers on
or off, making them visible or invisible. You can
then zoom in or out using the mouse wheel and
export a jpeg of the screen image, thus creating
your own maps, by using “file> export> 2D
graphic”. Get in touch if you want to ask
anything else.

The following is somewhat different from a normal permaculture design in that the land does not
yet have it's occupants (who will be the final 'client') and the situation is subject to the
circumstances mentioned above in 'Context'. I was able to visit the site for a day, and so the
following design is based on the limited observations I was able to make during that time. In
general this should be added to and triangulated by further observations throughout the year.
I use the tried and tested 'OBREDIMET' design process. This stands for Observe; Boundaries;
Resources; Evaluation; Design; Implement; Monitor/manage/; Evaluation; Tweaking. I have only
been able to get as far as 'Design', and even the stages thus far have a lot of space for more
information.
If you like, this report can be used as a working document for information management to which
you can add more information to as you find it. For example, in the observations sub headings you
can include more on soil, water, plants etc as knowledge of the site increases. In the 'Evaluation' and

'Design' sections you can include your thoughts and new ideas. Emailing sections back and forth,
supported with maps, can help all those involved in the project communicate their ideas.
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Observations

The site is comprised of 4 main fields, which in relation to each other correspond more or less to the
points of the compass: N E S W. There is also a small part in between the treeline of the east field
and the fence that bisects the south field that I have called MIDSLOPE – it is a slope and is roughly
in the middle. If the fence (shown by the difference between dark green and light brown on the NE
side of the south field) were to be removed, it would really be a part of the south field.
The yellow lines relate approximately to the contours. These are taken from the ordnance survey
map above, which does not give a great level of accuracy – rather more of a general feel of the site.
Within this there is much local variation, for example in the NE corner of the north field and the
east field where the land undulates somewhat.

The map below gives an idea of some of the dimensions of the site, and may save you some time in
pacing it all out. Below that is a map with the approximate areas of each field calculated. This map
also shows three separate areas in the N field. This corresponds with the contour lines (which I have
left off this map for clarity of viewing). From left to right these are the flat top, the slope, and the
flat-ish bottom.

Slope and Sectors:
......1.1

Sun and shade

In general the slope of the site is oriented from SE to E, and is open to the sun. Where the north
field is higher up, on its western side, it also receives good sunlight, but this is not the case lower
down on the slope and the E side, where sunlight will be less, particularly in winter where the low
sun will be cut out by the hills on E and W sides and the trees to the S.
The blue lines below indicate the more shaded areas – generally from NW to NE of trees and
hedges. Indeed, this can clearly be seen on the satellite image with the shadows from tall trees along
the river bank visible on on the east field, indicating that the picture was taken sometime in the
morning.

These shade sectors will extend more or less from tree and hedge lines depending on the density
and height of the obstruction. In the case of the slope and E side of the north field,we can identify a
generally relatively more shady area. Of course, this still receives light, as is shown by the satellite
photo, but it will receive a lot less over the year that other parts of the site, with implications for
growing.
Generally the eastern side of the site is in the dip of the river valley and will so receive less
afternoon sunlight, particularly in the winter. This effect is less severe towards the SE corner as the
valley opens up and obstructions from trees are less.

(Above: view from the NE corner of the site, looking SW)

NE corner seen from top of hill in N field next to hedge. Looking N.

......1.2

Wind

Prevailing winds are likely to be SW, according to the regional average weather patterns. This
assumption does not take into account any local microclimactic factors and so needs to be checked
and verified over the year – take a note every time you visit the site. According to Simon, easterly
winds are virtually unheard of. Cold winter storm winds are most likely northerly. Again, this is
important to verify as it has implications for windbreak planting. In most parts of the world winds
are generally bimodal with a single prevailing direction that switches to the opposite direction in
winter storm conditions. It would be worth talking to the neighbours about this.

The topography of the site suggests that there the valley bottom will be more sheltered from
prevailing winds. As can be seen from the OS map below, in general the site faces opposing hills to
the S and E, apart from the valley of the river Tone which exits on the SE corner, which may funnel
wind up in the event of an easterly wind. We could reasonably assume that the overall topography
of the site will give some general protection from winds. However the higher parts of the site are
relatively more exposed, particularly the W and S fields, as the landscape flattens out to the N and
W of the site, and adjacent fields are larger and open. There may be some additional protection
afforded by the line of woodland in the neighbour's field to the SW of the site on the other side of
the road.

......1.3

Water

The map below shows wet areas in blue, as well as the spring flowing down the hill between the N
and E fields. The red lines represent drainage ditches at the edge of fields. There may also be one
along the N edge of the W field, I cannot remember exactly.

The top field had a few wet and boggy patches by the gate and entranceway in the NW corner, but it
is likely that this is a result of compaction from tractors and vehicles entering the field, and the
water we saw there was from the recent rain that had been retained by a basin of compacted earth.
Elsewhere in the field it was dry and parched.
Similarly there was a boggy patch at the top of the S field, just after the gate. This again may be due
to compaction by vehicles using the gate and turning at the top of the hill. It is more permanent, as
evidenced by the presence of rushes. This area may also catch some of the run-off and groundwater
from the fields above.
There is also a spring somewhere in the thick hedge between the N and S field, which remains to be
pinpointed. This runs in a stream inside and in line with the hedge, down the hill to the river. Where
there are crossings through the hedge, these areas have become badly churned up by cattle. Highest
crossing point, between the N field and the midslope area, is particularly flat and contains many
water plants, indicating an area that is naturally more inclined to gather standing water.

Crossing through hedge and across spring stream between N field and Midslope area. View from N
field looking S. Note the puddle of standing/ slow moving water. This may well be due to
compaction by cattle and people using this as a crossing, but indicates a natural inclination of the
terrain – it is also in a distinct dip between N and S sides.

Same area viewed from above. Spring disappears into hedge.

Same crossing point looking N from midslope area.

Bottom crossing through hedge between N and E fields. Churned up by cows. This will likely
improve when cattle kept off, but it is instructive that this area needs work if it to be used for
vehicle access, as discussed later.

All along the bottom of the valley next to the river, on the E side of the N and E fields, the lower
parts of each field are boggy with ankle-deep patches of wet ground and rushes growing. This has
been worsened by cattle. This indicates poor drainage, which may be due to compaction and little
root penetration of the soil, as well as it being generally flatter here.

Soft rushes growing on the E edge of the site, near to river.

......1.4

Soil

The soil appears to have a high clay content. This is good for use as a building or plaster material,
pond and dam building, but not so good for drainage. As mentioned above it has been significantly
compacted in access places, exacerbating this problem.
Generally, the W and S fields that have been used for arable farming had areas of dry exposed soil
and little organic matter or humus – probably due to repeated inversion ploughing.
On the steep slopes there has been some obvious movement and erosion, with small landslips in
horizontal lines across slopes.
More detailed information on soil chemistry can be obtained by analysis, but the most significant
factors for future agricultural activities have been identified – compaction and poor drainage in
some areas, and low organic matter. Assuming past conventional farming, it will certainly all
benefit from soil improvement measures such as no-till techniques, green manures, mulching and
landscaping for soil conservation.

Horizontal lines indicating subsidence on slope in N field.

......1.5

Vegetation

The site has some wonderful mature hedges, particularly on the W border. These are thick, and in
some areas also fenced off with barbed wire, and have a good mixture of species – hazel, oak, field
maple, hawthorn, ash to name a few. They have not been laid, and have grown to good 5 meters in
some places along the W border. This, coupled with their thickness and the drainage ditches that
border some, creates almost a small woodland strip along the road that is also a good windbreak.

Some of the internal
hedges that divide up the
property contain what
looks like overstood hazel
coppice, but may just be
grown out hedges.
Nevertheless, a potentially
useful resource.
This photo was taken just
underneath the hedge that
divides the midslope area
and the E field.

There are also some nice
mature trees, interspersed in
some of the hedges, but
also along the river, where
there are some large
willows, oaks and some
others (cant remember all
this, so please fill in).
Woodland growth along the
riverbank in general is quite
thick.

Along the N and E borders there are also blackberry brambles creeping into the fields, woodland
succession creeping forth.
In the W and S fields that have been arably farmed, there is a mixture of what appears to be a past
brassica crop of some kind – possibly rape seed. This is mixed with thistles, clover, dock, some
grass and other flowers and herbs creeping in as succession begins to take place. Fill in here in more
detail.
In the lower parts of the land that have been used for pasture, there is quite a nice meadow – mixed
grasses, clover and wildflowers with some soft rushes, sedges and bog plants in wetter areas.

Obligatory patches of nettles and, as mentioned above, brambles creeping in form the edges.
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Boundaries

The below map shows the neighbouring farms and their views of the site, as well as the borders of
the site with the road on the west, the river (blue line) on the east and the hedges to the north and
south. The red lines indicate existing hedge or tree lines that could perhaps be increased in order to
obstruct neighbours' view of the site.

Below is the view S through the southern border hedge and drainage ditch to the neighbouring farm.
They have planted a line of Ash trees on their side, but there are gaps.

Similarly, there are a few gaps in the hedge on the N border of the site that could be filled. The
photo below is taken from the top of the slope in the N field, looking NW.
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Resources

Timber and poles from the hedges and border with river.
Freshwater from spring
Clay rich earth
Good range of terrain from sunny/ exposed to shady/ sheltered. Suitable to a range of activities.
Good existing fences.
What are the local resources available in the area? Straw bales? Agricultural waste?
Of course, funds also a key issue.
Fill in more here.
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Evaluation and Design

......4.1

Access and buildings

There is obviously some major infrastructure work to be done in terms of access. You want to get
this right, or it can cost you a lot of money – for example, trying (wherever possible and within
reason) to have access roads coming in on contours or down ridges, means that they are a lot less
likely to get washed away by rain and groundwater and need repair.
In the initial phases of the project it will be important to have good access for vehicles, building
materials and landscaping machinery. Good roads and paths need to be established to avoid
churning the ground into a quagmire and lost time – particularly in this clay soil. In the longer term,
it is good to clearly delineate which parts of the site get compacted and which don't, by both
vehicles and people. So to avoid a false economy it is worth spending a bit on decent access up
front.
In the plan below you can see three main access points along the road. The top one is already
established, while the lower two will need a bit of work to make passable gates again. In the top
field we have a road that comes in across the top of the field and leads to the site that we are
considering for a barn. Taking a meandering route nearer the top of the field rather than a direct rout
across means that we stay closer to the drainage ditch on the N border (good for keeping the road
dry) and also breaks line of sight from the main road and reduces the possibility of wind penetration
along our road if we aforest either side (discussed below).

The barn is protected from N winds by the hedge and trees behind, and is a good point for storing
materials – Oli mentioned that this is likely the first building to be constructed, before any residents
have been found, and so will also be a good place for storing materials for building the houses. It is

close enough to the road to be accessed by us, but far enough away to be unnoticeable to potential
theives. It is also a large roof area that can be used to harvest rainwater from, at a high point in the
land.
It would be worth leaving an open area of hard standing on the W and S side of the barn for access
to entrances in both faces of the barn, for vehicle turning, as a work area, and also to give enough
space between the barn and any trees planted to the S to minimize shading.
From here there is the possibility to cut an opening through the hedge to give direct access to the
site for 2 of the houses. There is turning and parking space behind the houses, making use of the
shady area. The road also continues down past the site for the third house, with parking and turning
space behind, and continues through the gate to link up with another road running along the plateau
at the top of the S field.
This road is optional, and may not be a priority initially, and may be more of a track for animals,
people and light vehicles rather than a road of compacted hardcore designed to take heavy loads.
There is an access path to the front of the W house, and there are access paths for the middle and E
house entering through the existing gate in the fence, although the map shows the possibility of an
alternative and more direct route that might be achieved, at the same time felling a large tree in this
hedge that threatens to over-shade the houses.
The houses are situated in flat locations that do not gather water, indicating minimal groundwork
needed to prepare the ground. Where the W house intrudes slightly on the slope this can be dug out.
Houses are sheltered from wind and relatively secluded by hedges, although this is less so for the W
house. In these locations each also has enough room to the south to have a good sized kitchen
garden.
Finally, there is an access road along the bottom of the valley that stays on the higher and dryer
ground in the N and E fields. This enables access to these fields for harvesting of timber or produce
in the future, and to the bottom of the slope below the houses. This is probably not an immediate
priority in terms of building the houses either, but might be important for constructing any ponds
for the greywater system in the erosion gulley behind the houses (discussed below).
Houses have a conservatory on the south side to act as part of a passive solar heating system for the
house. Roof pitches are at 35 degrees, which is the optimum angle for fixed solar collectors. Houses
all have solar hot water systems installed with collectors mounted on the roof. Flat plate systems are
more durable than vacuum tubes and perform almost as well. They last up to 30 years, rather than
the 7 or so average for tubes – tubes are also more expensive and are easily trap leaves and snow.

Houses can also have velux windows in roof above each bedroom to maximise daylighting and
passive heating (if there is no attic). Greenhouses can have a grapevine growing internally or
externally to modify summer heating effect, although this is also possible by keeping the
greenhouse vented and the door into the house closed.
All houses have integral compost toilets with a chamber that opens out through an outside wall
towards a forest garden area where the compost can be used productively.
A good material choice for the buildings would be straw bale, given the availability of the material
in the southern UK, the cost savings, the super insulation and the accessibility to self builders.
Much of the labour can be obtained through running building courses during the build – see
www.amazonails.org.uk for more details of how this works, as well as links to all things strawbale
related. The availability of good clay rich earth on the site is also good news for internal plastering
of the houses. External clay rendering is also a possibility – the Germans do it – but is a bit trickier
in the UK. Lime or timber cladding is a safer option.

......4.2

Water

There is room for storage and rainwater harvesting tanks behind houses, although if the houses are
built with a south facing greenhouse as part of a passive solar design, then it might be good to
include at least 1 tank inside the greenhouse to act as thermal mass.
These tanks can be the black, opaque light-proof crated steel IBC cube containers. These can be
obtained very cheaply from the Lush factory in Poole – Lush are a manufacturer of natural
cosmetics and they get raw ingredients shipped over to them in these containers and they regularly
need to get rid of them. Contact their environmental officer Ruth Andrade for more details at
ruth.andrade@gmail.com. They also have 200 and 120 litre blue plastic barrels.

The map below shows the areas that water can be designed into the landscape. There are of course
many other options and locations that may present themselves with time and in relation to other
activities, but these are a few suggestions. The soil is such that no ponds will need lining –
compacting the bottom with the digger bucket while building is enough to seal them well, or
'puddling' by corralling livestock or people in there for a while with a little water.

Firstly, in the erosion gulley in the N field behind the houses, a series of small ponds could easily be
scraped – one or more – to receive and clean greywater from the house. These could be semiwetland areas, including aquatic and semi aquatic plants such as Typha and Phragmites sp.
(Bulrushes and reeds). This is also an excellent nutrient rich area for soft fruit bushes and fruit trees,
and as we will see in the later section on zoning, the greywater ponds can be surrounded by zone 2
forest garden. After cleaning in the ponds/reedbeds, the water can be lead out through a willowbed,
which will act as a nutrient safetynet before the reaching the river: they will suck up anything that is
not dealt with by the reedbeds/ponds. There is also the possibility of a further small pond in the
depression in the bottom NE corner.
In reality the greywater (and urine from the compost loos if there is a urine separator used in the
seat design) can be used in the gardens around the house, but we have to provide a system to satisfy
the planning demands, particularly because we are so close to a river. It is a small matter to have a
switching valve on the system to send it to multiple outputs.

It is a lot easier and preferable to make several small ponds or 'scrapes' than one huge dam, whether
by hand or with a machine. The benefits of having many small water bodies dispersed throughout
the landscape are many: multiple locations for stock watering, wildlife benefits, reduced
evaporation, and the possibility to network ponds using gravity to have a passive irrigation system.
The spring could be repeatedly dammed on its way down the hill very easily to make small ponds.
As well as the benefits listed above, if this is done immediately above or below a crossing point, it
gives the water somewhere to go and to concentrate, thus keeping the access dry. With the crossing
between the N field and the midslope area, a small footbridge could be constructed to one side of a
a small pond, dividing a currently boggy mess into distinctly wet and dry areas.
Similarly the gap through the hedge at the bottom of the slope is a muddy puddle, partly due to the
cows, but mainly due to the water naturally collecting in the compacted depression caused by
traffic. If we sink a pond off to one side of the hedge and lead the flow into it, and at the same time
put in a draining hardcore path through the gap, the water will have somewhere to go and we will
have dry and stable access. This could also be a small pond or 'scrape' either side of the road, which
has a piece of drainage pipe running under it.

The theme of 'giving the water somewhere to go' can be continued in the S field, where a few small
ponds sunk in obvious depressions in the landscape on the lower half of the field will draw water
out of the rest of the field, which as Simon suggested would likely benefit from chisel ploughing
with a deep tyned, non-inversion plough. This essentially rips into the ground, opening it up,
helping to de-compact it and allowing water and roots to penetrate and drain. The rips should angle
off gently downhill (diagonally), towards ponds or the river. In certain areas, more distinct drainage
channels can be dug, such as from a pond out to the river. The rushes and bog plants can be
transplanted or will migrate to around these ponds, preserving the habitat. As the rest of the land
dries out it can be more useful for other farming activities, which are discussed further in the section
on 'Zoning' below.
In the S field, there are many possibilities for elongated ponds built on contour. A pond below the
road would help in drying out the boggy patch on the top, keeping a wet patch on that top plateau
but drying out the area where the road needs to pass. It would also be a lovely place to sit out and
enjoy the view. These ponds can integrate well with other garden, food forest or farming activities,
as seen in the example of Sepp Holzer's work in Austria shown in the video link above. The ponds
reflect the sunlight, particularly low angled sun in the colder times of year, back onto the slope
behind. If there are lines of trees enclosing the land from behind, this creates a suntrap that creates a
beneficial microclimate that is warm and humid for much more of the year and is much better for
plant growth, boosting production. This is aside from any aquaculture that is practised in any of the
ponds.
Given the scope for different spacing and configurations, and the fact that we are dealing with a
very gentle slope here, all farming activities such as arable, field crops, and stock grazing can be
integrated into this system by using an alley cropping type of sytem. This is further described in the
section below on Zoning.
Likewise, the pond in the bottom corner of the W field will have a beneficial effect on the
microclimate of the field above it, as well as being able to gravity feed to the ponds below it.
All the ponds should fill with rainwater and groundwater, and the spring can be diverted into some
ponds when desired.

......4.3

Zoning

The property division was something that we all discussed on the day we met there.
The overall area is about 79000 Meters ² = about 7.9 hectares
That is about 19.5 acres (2.37 acres to the hectare). I am hoping this corresponds with what you
have on your land deeds or I have got the scale wrong on my satellite photo! Check this.

This means that the property could be divided equally in 3 parcels of just over 2.6 hectares.
You may want to split this up differently according to different activities, but I recommend that the
absolute minimum be 1 hectare each, as this is the least one can sustain a family on in terms of
food.
Some of each share can include a communal woodland resource on the northern border of the land,
as well as shared access to the river. However you decide to split up the land, I don't think that the
major infrastructure changes much, and so perhaps the land division can be an iterative decision that
you can tweak as you get to know the prospective tenants and what they are up for.
The map below shows a zoning layout for the site with the 5 zones familiar in permaculture design.
These are not rigid, and there is much scope for overlap and change over time. Perhaps the least
flexible are zones 1 and 2 immediately around the house and oriented towards feeding the family.
The most important concept to remember in relation to zoning is: zoning for energy efficiency. We
have the things that demand more regular attention from us closer to the house. A useful brief
definition can be found here:
http://www.small-farm-permaculture-and-sustainable-living.com/permaculture_zones.html

Zone 0: Houses and Structures

Sources of greywater and humanure.

Zone 1: Kitchen garden

Intensive veg and herbs, grown in polycultures
in mulched keyhole beds. For feeding
household.
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Permaculture_Desi
gn/Zone_design/Zone_1_Food_Garden

Zone 2: Forest garden/ orchard

More complex than a normal orchard, with
multiple levels of production and a more
constant yield over the year.

Zone 3: Farming

Long term crops, livestock

Zone 4: Forestry

Timber, fuelwood and forage crops such as
mushrooms and beehives.

Zone 5: Wildlife

Areas that we leave to nature, to provide habitat,
wildlife corridors and to observe and learn from.
Visited for recreation.

A decent sized area of land around each house should be dedicated to feeding the household.
Each house has a sizeable area to the south for a Z1 kitchen garden. The middle and East house
share a garden area, which could also be extended to the other side of the hedge to the top of the S
field (shown by red outlined area in form of boomerang), and blend into the area of Z2 on the slope
to the east and back behind the houses to the N.
A band of Zone 4 forestry encloses the land behind the houses, closing the gaps in the hedge on the
N border and providing fuelwood and coppicewood, longer term timber, some nut trees and
protection from cold N winds. This is the higher part of the land and the trees will also grow to be
the tallest at 6m or more, thus aiding the creation of a suntrap and beneficial microclimate on the
site. There is also good potential here also for small clearings including berry bushes and mushroom
patches and mushroom logs, and there will be much overlap and blurred boundary with zone 2
forest garden that is further south and closer to the houses.
The Zone 2 forest garden is generally a little lower down the site and its canopy of fruit trees at
climax also be shorter than the climax trees in zone 4. Thus we have a wedge shape directed at the
sun to ensure that everything gets a share of the light and nothing is shaded out.
On the W side, the Z42 is sheltered by the Z4 behind and around it, and encloses the Z3 below it in
the W field. We have discussed that this might suit the family living in the house in the W field for
a vegetable growing business. The corners of the field make good sheltered, yet sunny spots for
polytunnels, while the open field is now enclosed by a ring of trees but open to the sun, making an
excellent growing space. The soil will need improving. A method that would be useful here is the
raised bed method used by Sepp Holzer in Austria, which involves raised mound beds angled at
90degrees to the wind (indicated by the black lines on this map) with fruit trees and bushes
spaciously planted along the path in between the rows. This further improves beneficial
microclimate, moderating extremes of temperate and rain.
A half hour film about Sepp Holzer's techniques can be seen here.
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&source=web&oi=video_result&ct=res&cd=4&url=http%3A%2F
%2Fvideo.google.com%2Fvideoplay%3Fdocid%3D727825431796194016&ei=Nm18SvuRIaZjAfw1aiIBw&usg=AFQjCNE7Og1HV9iemV7jqcLGGLdsSxKSoQ&sig2=9Du7TG_pJ597zBIuW-hoQ
Follow the youtube links to see other videos about him.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bw7mQZHfFVE
A similar system used by Emelia Hazelip that is explained in more detail can be seen here (without
fruit).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugFd1JdFaE0
In fact, I cant recommend highly enough that you spend some time watching the videos on the
youtube premaculture science channel here
http://www.youtube.com/user/permascience
Lots of good info and inspiration in there.
The Z2 to the E of the other 2 houses tucks round behind the houses and the greywater system, but
is mainly found on the steep slope. This will enable closer planting of trees than on flat land
because the crowns of lower trees can stack under those higher up, where they would compete with

each other and touch on flat ground. The trees and bushes will also help to stabilise the slopes and
prevent erosion.
All of the zone 2 can be enclosed and even divided into sections to contain fowl, which will benefit
from the forage there as well as keeping down pest populations.
As mentioned above, the NW corner of the S field is a good space to possibly extend the Zone 1 or
2 of the houses, shown by the boomerang-shaped red outline. It is sheltered by the hedge and makes
a good spot for fruit trees and bushes. Alternatively it is another possible site for more buildings,
such as animal sheds or barns.
The bottom of the N field is not really suitable for fruit trees, as it is liable to be damp and
susceptible to canker due to proximity to the river. However this might be a good location for more
zone 4 forestry, including mushroom production and willow beds to benefit from the humidity and
provide a nutrient safetynet between the greywater system and the river.
In the S field, as can be seen from the map, there is good possibility to use the alley cropping
system with mixed trees. These can be designed to best suit the other farming activities taking place
in the alleys – they might be fruit or nut trees, they might be multi-use trees that improve the soil or
provide animal fodder. Tree lines can also be linked up with barbed wire to make living fences, so
that if animals are used, they can be easily moved from one section to another in rotation with other
field crops, practicing an 'animal tractor' system where they eat crop residues, preparing and
manuring the ground (actually turning it over and decompacting it in the case of pigs) and getting it
ready for the next crop.
As long as care is taken to ensure enough light penetration, this sort of a system is much more
productive than just open pasture with animals or an arable monoculture. It is also much more
suited to human-centred rather than machine-centred agriculture that is more diverse and energy
efficient.
This site with its moisture and diverse shaded areas has many opportunities for the culture of edible
and gourmet mushrooms. This is not limited to the sowing of mushroom logs, but can also be the
development of semi-wild mushroom patches integrated into gardens, woodland and orchards. I am
convinced that this is a key potential income generator for small farms such as this, and I highly
recommend reading the books of Paul Stamets, a mycologist who runs an ecosystem-based
mushroom business in temperate Washington state.
In particular, read 'Growing gourmet and medicinal mushrooms' and 'Mycelium Running'.
http://www.fungi.com/books/stamets.html
Also watch the film 'how mushrooms can save the world' included on this DVD. Also look at his
videos on youtube.
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=paul+stamet
I think in particular mushroom growing has potential for the moist and dark area in the N field.
In general the lower part of the site near the S border is suitable for more zone 4 forestry. This will
help to obscure the view from/ of the neighbours, but also is in a good location next to the access
road to get timber out at a later date. This is also true of in the E field, where use of water-loving
species can also help with the boggyness problem.
As shown on the map by roughly N-S vertical black lines, any alley cropping in the E field would
be better oriented N-S. This is because there is no slope and this orientation will allow better
sunlight penetration into the alleys. Please see some of the enclosed videos on farm agroforestry for
more information on this. And of course, please check out the UK's excellent Agroforestry

Research Trust website and publications, in particular the excellent (and cheap) booklet
“agroforestry options for landowners”.
www.agroforestry.co.uk
As for Zone 5, I think that there are already excellent wildlife corridors in the hedgerows across the
site. Efforts could be made to link these up a little. More could be achieved by keeping a strip along
the river separated off and not allowing any livestock to wallow in the river. Maintaining good
vegetation on the banks is essential to prevent erosion and buffering damage from flooding. Stock
also break down the banks.
Finally, it is very important to pick out a nice beach spot next to the river for everyone!
Fill in the below as you go to complete the process, organise your thoughts and info and make a
record of this project. Good luck!!!
Other useful links
http://permaculture.wikia.com/wiki/Permaculture_Wiki
www.permaculture.org.uk
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